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“Asking (Really) Big Questions” 
 
Good morning.  Let me begin by once again congratulating the new initiates to Phi Beta 
Kappa.  As you have learned, Phi Beta Kappa is the oldest and most prestigious national 
honor society for undergraduate students in America.  So becoming a member puts you in 
quite good company.  Among the Society’s members are many individuals whose names 
you know quite well; included, for example, are one of the namesakes of our College (it 
was Marshall), seventeen United States presidents (though only one of them was named 
George Bush—you’ll have to find out which one on your own) as well as six of the nine 
sitting Supreme Court justices.  And if you don’t aspire to follow in their footsteps, you 
will be happy to know that Phi Beta Kappa members excel in other sorts of endeavors as 
well.  As evidence, consider that Super Bowl winning quarterback Peyton Manning is a 
Phi Beta Kappa member.  For the record, Wolf Blitzer is not a member (though other 
television journalists are—Tom Brokaw for example). And, for completeness sake, 
President Fry is.   

OK, enough name dropping. But you know, reciting that list makes me think that 
Phi Beta Kappa needs a song--something along the lines of Adam Sandler’s Hanukkah 
song. Perhaps one of our new initiates could take this on as a gift to our chapter.  And 
maybe we can persuade our chapter’s President-elect to sing it as part of next year’s 
initiation ceremony! 
 To the parents and family members of the new initiates who are here this morning 
let me say two things.  First, you must be (and deserve to be) extremely proud of the men 
and women sitting before you today.  This is an honor that cannot be achieved without a 
great deal of sweat and toil.  And it is an honor that is rarely achieved without a great deal 
of support (and not merely financial) from family members who have been encouragers 
for many years.  You are now entitled to kick them out, knowing that you have done well 
with them!   

Second, and more seriously, let me thank you, on behalf of my faculty colleagues 
here, for sharing them with us.  We don’t often have an opportunity to say that to parents.  
You know as well as we do how interesting, engaging, and intellectually stimulating 
these folks are.  You know how much you look forward to having them home during 
breaks to pick up on the last thought-provoking conversation you had with them.  Well, 
we have had the privilege of doing that most days for the last four years.  These are the 
students who make professors say “Yes!” when their names appear on their class rosters 
each semester.  I know a number of the students sitting here very well.  In many cases, 
we have spent hours and hours talking together about deep and difficult questions. And 
pushing the frontiers of my discipline with them has been an absolute delight.  We hate to 
see them go.  Thanks for letting us have them for a while. 
 Students, you will be glad to know that this is the last time you have to listen to an 
F&M professor in order to get something.  And it won’t even take 50 minutes. 



In my experience, Phi Beta Kappa orations at F&M have typically been a little bit 
edgy.  Rather than spouting the ordinary platitudes about life-long learning, seizing the 
day and making a difference in your world, oration speakers here have tried to make their 
final case to you for something.  And I want to do that as well. 
 A little less than four years ago (August 30, 2003 to be exact) many of you 
assembled to in the ASFC for Convocation.  Like today, that ceremony included an F&M 
professor who gave an inspiring oration, encouraging students to use their time to explore 
the big questions during their college years.  Of course, the nature of “big questions” is 
vague and variable.  Some questions seem bigger at some times than at others: “Can I 
write ten pages of material between now and ten a.m.?” might have seemed like a big 
question two weeks ago.  Not so much now.  “When do I have to start repaying student 
loans?” might not have seemed like a big question August 30th of 2003.  Now?  Well.   
 There are, however, some perennial big questions: “What am I going to do with 
my life?” is one that sometimes takes on some urgency for those in your shoes.  And then 
there are those really big questions: What is truly valuable? Is there such a thing as 
objective evil? What does it mean to be human? Is there really a God? How can we make 
sense of life and suffering when life itself seems so fragile and fleeting?   

Did you answer these questions during these last four years?  Did you have much 
of a chance to even discuss them?  If you are like nearly 70% of college students, I am 
sad to report, your answer is no.   
 Do the really big questions get airtime in college and university classrooms?  
Some do.  But some just do not.  Most conspicuously absent, in my view, is open 
discussion about religion and spirituality.  Oh, we might be open to the idea of talking 
about Mark Twain’s reaction to late nineteenth century American Christianity, or what 
role Puritanism played in the rise of Modern science or the Royal Society, or the 
oppression of the Falun Gong in China.   But we are nearly allergic to discussing 
questions like: Is there really a God?  Will I survive my bodily death? Or, Does prayer 
make any sense?  The silence might be justified if no one were really asking these 
questions.  But the evidence is clear: really big questions concerning religion and 
spirituality are central in the minds and identities of students.   Charles Cohen, Professor 
of History and Religious Studies at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, former 
director of an inter-disciplinary religious studies program on campus there reports that 
compared to 10 to 15 years ago, “there is a greater interest in religion on campus, both 
intellectually and spiritually.”   

And the evidence for this is not merely anecdotal.  In 2003, the Higher Education 
Research Institute at UCLA undertook the largest study of the spiritual and religious 
views of undergraduate students.  The initial study surveyed 3700 college juniors and a 
follow up study surveyed over 100,000 first year students.  The results revealed that 80% 
of students reportedly believe in God, 77% pray, 71% said they considered religion 
“personally helpful” and 73% reported that religious or spiritual beliefs helped develop 
their identities.  Take this in conjunction with the fact that two-thirds said that it was 
“essential” or “very important” that their college experience enhance their self-
understanding, and it is clear that something on campus is amiss.  Indeed, Bob Connor, 
former head of the National Humanities Center, quotes one president of a prestigious 
liberal-arts college (which will go unnamed) as saying that although students are 
“hungry” and “thirsty” for opportunities to think through these questions in systematic 



ways, “I don’t think colleges are dealing with what I call the theological questions—the 
questions religion might answer—of our students.”   
 Let me be up front and tell you that I am a fairly conservative Protestant 
Christian.  Some of my fellow church parishioners will tell you that the problem here is 
that colleges are filled with a bunch of atheist professors who just refuse to help students 
cultivate their spirituality.  There is a little bit of truth to this.  The most comprehensive 
survey to date, conducted in 2006, reveals that 23% of college professors identify 
themselves as atheists or agnostics (as compared to roughly 6% in the population at 
large).  Still, in the same survey, 36% of professors indicated that the following claim 
best reflects their religious conviction: “I know God really exists and I have no doubts 
about it.”  And notice, even if the atheist conspiracy hypothesis were correct, that alone 
wouldn’t explain the lack of attention to such questions. I recall quite vividly a 
conversation I had in the office of one of my undergraduate philosophy professors here at 
Franklin and Marshall who was one of the most ardent atheists I have ever met.  As we 
talked about his views on discussing the big questions in his intro to philosophy class, he 
told me, in no uncertain terms, “One of my goals is to have all of my students leave my 
class as atheists.”  Not exactly a noble goal by my lights.  But at least he wanted to get 
students to think about such really big questions! 
 So why do we find it hard to address these questions?  Let me quickly suggest two 
reasons.  The first is a reason that has always led people to avoid spiritual questions: 
asking about the spiritual dimension of reality can force us to confront ourselves in a very 
deep way--as we really are.  And sometimes we don’t like what we see.  Our 
unwillingness to confront ourselves openly and honestly was portrayed with often brutal 
honesty by the seventeenth century French philosopher and mathematician Blaise Pascal.   
Pascal argued that human beings cannot, for example, stand to be at rest for a moment for 
fear of stark confrontation with ourselves and our spiritual condition.  
 
“Nothing is so insufferable to a person as to be completely at rest, without passions, 
without business, without diversion, without study. Without those things we feel our 
nothingness, forlornness, insufficiency, dependence, weakness, and emptiness. Without 
these there immediately arises from the depth of our heart a weariness, gloom, sadness, 
fretfulness, vexation, despair. . . And this is why, after having given them ourselves so 
much business, we advise each other, if we have some time for relaxation, to employ it in 
amusement, in play, and to be always fully occupied.” 
 
Pascal was thinking of his friends who spent their evening’s recreation in the Parisian 
gambling parlors.  But it is not hard to find the same phenomenon displayed even more 
dramatically today.  As soon as class is over, students walk out checking text and voice 
messages, followed by the iPod, until they get to their room, where they turn on the tv or 
radio, out to the car, put in a CD—the distractions never end.  And don’t get me started 
on Blackberries.   
 We don’t have time to contemplate the big questions because we don’t want to 
have that time.  It is, as Pascal noted, so much easier to fill our lives with constant 
diversion and pleasure seeking than to ask: Is what I do of value?  Does what I do have 
eternal significance?  How does my life matter? 
 There is, however, a second reason that we avoid asking these questions in the 



domain of religion and spirituality.  And this reason is of much more recent vintage. 
According to a certain line of thought, religious or spiritual questions have no place in the 
academy not because they are too deep, too probing, but rather because they are almost 
entirely superficial--because they concern matters that are thoroughly subjective.  On this 
view, I can have no more of a scholarly discussion about religious beliefs than I can 
about any other mere matter of taste. What, after all, could we really discuss or argue 
about? 
 When viewed as a matter of preference or taste, religious beliefs don’t ultimately  
make any truth claims above and beyond what they tell us about the believer’s  
preferences.  But surely spiritual or religious affirmations are something more than that.  
Oh maybe some religious believers are merely expressing subjective preferences  
through their beliefs but this is undoubtedly the exception.  When the Jew claims to be a  
descendent of Abraham, or the Muslim claims that Muhammad ascended bodily into 
heaven, or the Christian claims that the Holy Spirit indwelt the disciples on the Day of 
Pentecost, they are not expressing preferences; they are making what they take to be 
assertions of objective fact.  To deny this is simply to deny religious believers any 
authority concerning the content of their own beliefs.  Such denials are not uncommon of 
course.  Many academics (strangely) feel quite comfortable telling religious believers that 
the content of their belief is not or cannot be what the religious believers themselves take 
it to be.  But they just have no business doing so.   
 How then did we get to the point where we view religious and spiritual questions 
this way?  That is a long story.  Briefly, many academics think that viewing religious 
beliefs as subjective in this way is the only way to promote an atmosphere of religious 
tolerance.  If religious beliefs are like ice cream preferences then we don’t really disagree 
about matters of fact.  We just have different tastes.   
 But there is something odd about thinking that we cannot respect other individuals 
with whom we disagree on matters of fact.  For heaven’s sake, it is exceedingly odd for 
those of us in the academy to think this way.  We need to stop playing such games.  
Religious beliefs, like any other beliefs about how reality IS, are objective.  And they are 
objectively true or false.  The religious believer needs to be willing to subject those 
beliefs to the same bar of reason to which other beliefs are subject.  Slovoj Zizek 
commenting on the urgent need for hard, intelligent scrutiny of religious belief, suggests 
that genuinely respectful tolerance operates differently: “Respect for other’s beliefs as the 
highest value can mean one of two things: either we treat the other in a patronizing way 
and avoid hurting him in order not to ruin his illusions, or we adopt the relativist stance of 
multiple “regimes of truth” disqualifying as violent imposition any clear insistence on 
truth.  What, however, about submitting Islam—together with all other religions—to a 
respectful, but for that reason no less ruthless critical analysis?  This, and only this, is the 
way to show a true respect for Muslims: to treat them as serious adults responsible for 
their beliefs.” 
 So let me close with an assignment.  This summer—don’t wait—this summer, shut 
off your iPod, stow your cell phone, and do two things.  First read one book on the topic. 
If you need suggestions, send me an email message.  Second, do something really brave 
and bold: find someone you think is very smart, who is also very religious or spiritual, 
and ask them why they are.  When you’re done, come back for Alumni Weekend and tell 
me what you are continuing to learn—about yourself, and about the really big questions 



still left to answer.  Good luck. 


